visual representation at early cortical levels. The phenomenon of figure-ground organization in the Introduction absence of specific depth cues is still a mystery. Why is the white square in Figure 1B generally perceived as We perceive the world in three dimensions, although an object in front of a dark background rather than a our eyes register only two-dimensional images. These window in a dark screen, or simply a lightly pigmented images are generally cluttered, because objects ocpatch of surface surrounded by a darker pigmented reclude one another, and surfaces that are widely sepagion? The borders between light and dark are interprerated in space are projected onto adjacent image reted as the edges of an occluding object. Apparently, gions ( Figure 1A ). Thus, a fundamental task of vision the system assigns border ownership despite the abis to identify the borders between image regions that sence of depth cues, by using criteria such as compact correspond to different objects. These borders, also shape or the global configuration of contours (closure, termed "occluding contours," carry information about "surroundedness"), or perhaps by identifying familiar the form of the occluding object but are generally not shapes (in this case a square). Without implying a sperelated to the background objects. For example, the cific theory, we refer to this phenomenon as Gestaltborder between the dark and mid-gray regions in Figure  based the visual cortex quantitatively. The results show that there is a robust tendency to combine these different sources of information according to the rule that a compact shape corresponds to an object in 3D space. Experiments with combinations of cues show that Gestalt factors influence the border ownership signal even when explicit depth information is available.
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Results
Two main experiments were performed. The aim of experiment 1 was to determine if side-of-figure preference and stereoscopic edge preference are combined in a systematic way in single neurons. The two hypothetical mechanisms were tested separately: side-offigure selectivity was determined with contrast-defined figures, which do not provide depth cues, and stereoedge selectivity was determined with RDS, which define depth but are devoid of contrast-defined form. In experiment 2, depth and Gestalt cues were combined, and synergistic and antagonistic combinations were Figure 2A are indistinguishable over the entire region occupied by the two squares (dashed also respond to stereoscopically defined 3D edges and be selective for depth order. For example, a neuron with line in Figure 2B ) and that information about the side of the figure can only come from outside that region. Thus, a preference for figure-to-the-left ( Figure 1C ; black dot indicates receptive field) should respond to edges in despite its small receptive field (black ellipse), the neuron apparently processes a large image context. As can which the surface to the left of the receptive field is nearer than the surface to the right, because this is so be seen in Figure 2B , the size of the square determines the distance over which context signals need to be infor objects in 3D space, but the neuron should not respond to edges of the opposite depth order, because tegrated to determine the location of the figure. Cells were tested with two sizes of squares, 3°and 8°visual a left-far edge can only occur if the figure is a window. tence of cortical mechanisms that use Gestalt rules to determine which region might be an object and which might be background, such as compact shape, closed contour, and the fact that the square is surrounded by a region of uniform color (Rubin, 1921) . The plot in (C) also shows that smaller squares tended to produce stronger side-of-figure modulation than larger squares, corresponding to the Gestalt rule that smaller regions have a stronger tendency to be perceived as figure than larger regions.
"classical receptive field" of V2 neurons, which is only tion, the responses to the nonpreferred depth order are much smaller than the maximum response. Also, edges 0.6°on average for the median eccentricity of receptive fields in our sample (Gattass et al., 1981).
orthogonal to the preferred orientation (horizontal in the figure) produce only weak, erratic responses. Thus, cells in V2 can signal orientation and depth order of 3D Stereoscopic Edge Selectivity edges. Generally, these cells respond to contrast edges Many neurons in V2 are sensitive to binocular disparity as well as to disparity-defined edges and show similar (Poggio et al., 1985) , and some respond to stereoscopiorientation tuning for both (von der Heydt et al., 2000). cally defined 3D edges (von der Heydt et al., 2000). The majority of these cells are selective for the orientation of the edge and also for the depth order, that is, which Convergence of Gestalt Processing and Stereoscopic Mechanisms in Single Cells surface is in front and which is in back. Figure 3 illustrates this selectivity for three V2 neurons. DisparityThe stereoscopic selectivity of neurons provides a key to understanding the meaning of their signals. If neudefined edges were created by RDS. The disparity of one surface was set to the preferred disparity of the rons are selective for the depth order of stereoscopic edges, we know that they are involved in the represenneuron (or zero if there was no clear tuning), and the other surface was placed behind it at a distance corretation of the 3D layout of surfaces, and hence border ownership coding. While contrast-defined displays are sponding to 10 or 24 arc min disparity (depending on the eccentricity of the receptive field). The edges were generally ambiguous (Figure 1) , there is no such ambiguity in RDS, because the depth relations are defined tested in four orientations, as illustrated at the top of Figure 3 . (For the purpose of illustration, the preferred by the binocular disparities; the nearer surface owns the border . Thus, the RDS can orientation was assumed to be vertical; hatching indicates the nearer of the two surfaces.) To control for efbe considered as the "gold standard" for border ownership assignment. If the side-of-figure-selective neurons fects of stimulus position, each edge was presented at various positions relative to the receptive field, as are involved in border ownership coding, they should also be selective for the depth order of edges in RDS. indicated by the scales. The bar graphs below show the responses as a function of position.
We may not expect to see this in every case, because stereopsis is obviously not indispensable for the perIt can be seen that, at the preferred orientation, each neuron responds vigorously to one depth order, but ception of border ownership. However, if neurons combining side-of-figure with depth order selectivity exist hardly at all to the opposite depth order. For example, the cell in Figure 3A responds to a vertical edge whose in significant numbers, and if the depth order preference, in the population, is biased toward the object inright surface is in front, but not at all if the left surface is in front (although the edge is at the same depth in terpretation ( Figure 1C ), this would be strong evidence for mechanisms that implement Gestalt rules to infer both configurations!). The other two cells have the opposite preference. Note that the preference for one or border ownership.
In experiment 1, we examined the relationship bethe other depth order does not depend on the exact position of the edge in the receptive field; at any positween preferred side-of-figure and preferred depth or-that the neuron is activated more strongly when the square is located to the left of the receptive field (responses shown in Figures 4A and 4C are stronger than those in Figures 4B and 4D ). The test with RDS ( Figures  4E-4H) shows that the neuron responds vigorously to the step when the left-hand surface is nearer than the right-hand surface ( Figures 4E and 4F) , but hardly at all to the reverse step ( Figures 4G and 4H) . Thus, the neuron associates "figure-left" with "left surface in front," which is consistent with an interpretation of the contrast-defined square as an object in front of a background. Note also that, in the case of the RDS, the responses are determined by the depth order of the surfaces in the receptive field but are independent of the location of the global shape. Whether the edge was the right-hand edge of a square surface ( Figure 4E ) or the left-hand edge of a window ( Figure 4F ) made no difference. to differences in number of spikes; in the modulation indices, these its weak responses to contrast borders, because it is the best exdifferences are normalized). These neurons were almost exclusively ample we could find for a neuron representing the window interfound in V2 and generally represented the object interpretation of pretation. the figure.
significantly less than in V2 (p < 0.0001, Fisher's exact where R is mean firing rate, is plotted on the vertical test). axis, while the horizontal axis shows the corresponding To quantify the degree of object preference in the modulation index for depth order: population of neurons, we calculated the object bias of the population response, defined as the mean of the I depth = (R pref-near − R pref-far ) / (R pref-near + R pref-far ), index I side with each neuron weighted by its index I depth . I depth indicates which way, and how strongly, a neuron where pref-near and pref-far signify the edges whose surface on the preferred side is near, and far, respecsignals figure and ground when unambiguous depth information is provided. Thus, we take the RDS as the tively ("preferred side" for the contrast figure The selectivity for stereoscopic depth order is prothan a variation produced by chance; representing the duced mainly by local mechanisms. alternative interpretation might have functional significance. However, the general weakness of response Contradictory versus Coherent Cues for Objects: Do modulation in the few "selective" cells on the window Gestalt Cues Modulate Stereoscopic Responses? side underscores the predominance of the object-type
In the above experiment, side-of-figure preference and wiring in neurons of area V2. stereoscopic selectivity were examined in separate The modulation index plotted in Figure 6 indicates tests. The contrast-defined figures had no stereoscopic the relative change of responses, but not their absolute cues, while the stereoscopic figures had no contrast strength. To show that our analysis is based on robust borders that would define the shape of the figure. Naturesponses, we have listed in Table 1 , for contrast edges ral stimuli generally provide global shape information and for RDS edges, the means and medians of the reas well as stereoscopic cues. The stereoscopic inforsponse strengths (mean firing rate for the preferred of mation tends to "disambiguate" perception. For examthe four stimulus conditions illustrated in Figure 4 ). For ple, the tilted square in Figure 1B could be perceived comparison, the statistics are listed for cells classified as an object or as a window. Although the object interas "selective in both tests" (represented by filled dots pretation usually dominates, perception may flip back in Figure 6 ) and for other cells. The average response and forth between the two interpretations. However, strengths were in the range between 30 and 47 spikes/s when texture is added to the display and the square for contrast edges, and about half of that for RDS. The region is given a "near" disparity relative to the dark V2 data show that the responses of the "selective" cells region, an object is invariably perceived. But when the were actually stronger than those of the other cells on same region is given a "far" disparity, a window is peraverage, for contrast edges as well as for RDS.
ceived. In the latter case, disparity overrides the Gestalt Experiment 1 consisted of two tests, one with contrast-defined figures, and the other with stereoscopic influence. This observation suggests that the Gestalt In the absence of depth information, the squares would be perceived as figures and the circular surrounds as ground according to the Gestalt rule that smaller, enclosed regions tend to be interpreted as objects (Rubin, 1921) . In the top displays, the stereoscopic information supports this interpretation, because the disparity indicates that the square region is in front of the surrounding region. In the bottom displays, the stereoscopic information contradicts the object interpretation, because the disparity makes the square region appear farther away than the surrounding region, and the edges therefore cannot be the edges of the square. We compared the neuronal responses to the edges marked by black dots between object and window displays. In experiment 2, we studied displays in which figures stereo edge-selective cells (9 of V1 and 20 of V2), and the results are plotted in Figure 7B . Filled dots indicate were defined by luminance contrast and disparity. As before, a contrast square was presented left or right of neurons in which the main effect of side-of-figure was significant (p < 0.05, three-way ANOVA with factors the receptive field, but the light and dark regions were also textured with a random-dot pattern (RDS condepth order, side-of-figure, and contrast polarity). The plot shows that these cells are represented below the trast = 0.3). The neural selectivity for depth order was determined with object and window displays, as shown 45°diagonal; they had a lower modulation index in the window condition than in the object condition. Thus, schematically in Figure 7A (which does not show the random-dot texture). The same 3D edge was presented the "wrong" localization of the figure reduced or abolished the depth order signal (the fact that most of these in the receptive field in two conditions: one in which the global shape supports the object interpretation, and cells cluster about the horizontal axis suggests that the window displays are represented with no clear depth the other in which the global shape was located on the "wrong" side, that is, the Gestalt cue contradicts the at all in those cells). This shows that Gestalt factors influenced the responses even in the presence of effecdepth cue. For each condition, the depth order modulation index was calculated. The index for object displays tive stereoscopic cues. However, in none of the cells did the Gestalt cue fully reverse the modulation (no is plotted on the horizontal axis, and the index for window displays is plotted on the vertical axis. The former dots on the −45°line). The interaction of cues is further illustrated by an exwas taken as the reference; if it was negative, the signs of both indices were reversed. Responses were reample in Figure 8 (recordings from the cell labeled "7" in Figure 7 ). As before, the figures were defined by lumicorded for the two contrast polarities of the local edge and averaged (only one polarity is illustrated). nance contrast and disparity, but in this case, the contrast of the random-dot texture was varied, thereby varNeurons whose responses were determined solely by the local 3D edge would tend to produce the same ying the strength of the stereoscopic cue. The insets illustrate the four configurations; Figures 8A and 8C depth order modulation index for object and window displays, because, in both cases, the index subtracts represent object conditions, and Figures 8B and 8D represent window conditions; in Figures 8A and 8B , the responses to far-near edges from responses to near-far edges. Such cells would therefore be represented by square shape is located on the left of the receptive field, in Figures 8C and 8D , it is located on the right. data points clustering about the 45°line. However, neurons that were dominated by side-of-figure would show
The bar graphs at the bottom of Figure 8 show the Figure 8D are copies of the bars from Figure 8A ). This shows the attenuation of stereoscopic signals by the Gestalt factor that was demonstrated in Figure 7 . that such influences would be side specific to the indiwas unaffected by the stimulus. Also, the effects of povidual receptive fields. sitioning errors and eye movements would be more noIt is important also to remember that our findings reticeable in V1 than in V2 because of the smaller size flect the activity in the visual cortex when the animal of receptive fields in V1, but the observed depth order was engaged in a demanding fixation task (depth matchselectivity was more pronounced in V2.
8A (dashed lines in plot in

Controls
ing at stereoscopic threshold). This probably means Cells that were selective for side-of-figure and depth that the animal tried, as much as possible, to ignore the order (filled symbols in Figure 6 ) responded with higher stimuli to which the neurons responded. Recent experimean firing rates than other cells (Table 1) 
